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Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn
more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from
our chosen links. When watching media, sound can change the entire experience, which is why
you need one of the best home audio systems. A high end sound system can transform
watching movies, TV, and sports at home into a powerful, immersive experience. It can also be
the difference between playing a game and being completely absorbed by it. A great audio
system is key for anyone that takes their home theater experience seriously, or anyone who
wants to elevate their hosting game. Did you know that there is more to take into consideration
than just sound quality when purchasing a new audio system? Factors like room size play a
huge role in deciding the necessary power and wattage for your speaker arrangement. This kit
boasts 6 high-quality speakers with a multitude of connection options. Other details that should
help you pick your perfect devices. Examples include thinking about if you would like surround
sound or not. If you are only looking for surround sound, make sure to read The 8 Best
Surround Sound Speakers round up! Without further ado, take a look at our list of best home
audio systems. This massive 7. While it might not rival a true system in terms of power and
sound quality, it gives a rich and immersive surround audio experience that is perfect for people
living in apartments or other small spaces. The system is complete with 13 tuned speaker
drivers, as well as an included eight-inch downward-firing subwoofer for deep rich bass. And
while it may lack a native iPod dock, the USB port provides a 2. Luxury audio manufacturer
Bose brings cutting-edge wireless connectivity to its world-class speakers in the Wave
SoundTouch IV. Bose created a home audio system that makes it easier than ever before to play
CDs if that's still your thing , listen to the radio or stream your favorite music. The powerful app
connects you to all your favorite streaming services such as Spotify and Apple Music via
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. Waveguider speaker technology delivers lifelike, room-filling sound that
you would expect from higher-end speakers. You can even combine the system with Amazon
Alexa to use voice commands to control what you want to play. While one Wave SoundTouch is
more than enough to bring sound to one room of your house, you can also connect multiple
devices to play music throughout the house. Though the system lacks Bluetooth connectivity
like our other recommended audio systems, the Z still comes equipped with 75 watts of
balanced power, enough to fill a room with sound and even rattle a few windows. The speaker
bass comes with a control dial that lets you easily adjust bass levels. While the speakers may
work with game consoles and TVs, when connected, the audio produces only 2. You might think
that powerful multimedia audio sound systems would cost you an arm and a leg, but the
Acoustic Audio AA Home Theater 5. The system comes with six speakers, providing great
coverage of any room you put it in. The Acoustic AA Home Theater uses only Watts with a
power frequency of 20Hz to 20KHz, packing a compact, yet powerful speaker package suitable
for any home theater system although static can occur if played too high. If you're looking for a
home audio system that delivers high quality, room-filling sound without bulky speakers, check
out the Klipsch Black. This audio system comes packaged with five speakers and a single
subwoofer that are each designed with a small footprint to be tucked out of sight. Each speaker
is made with Klipsch's proprietary tractrix Horn technology to deliver clean, natural sound when
watching movies or streaming music. Each speaker features a keyhole mount and a threaded
insert to give you a variety of mounting options for custom placement. The subwoofer features
a down-firing driver to utilize the floor when creating deep bass ranges. It's also wireless to give
you more placement options. The entire system is made from injection-molded graphite for
long-lasting strength and durability as well as reduced distortion. If you're looking for an
impressive floor tower to kickstart or upgrade your home theatre system, check out the Polk T
This tower speaker features a one-inch, silk dome tweeter, a 6. The cabinet itself is made of
acoustic-neutral MDG material to reduce audio distortion and resonance for clean, clear audio
when watching movies or listening to music. The tower can be used with almost any AV
receiver so you don't have to worry about buying specialized audio equipment. The T50 is sized
perfectly for small to mid-sized rooms. The core prerequisites for a home audio system are
fairly simple: you really just need a receiver, a set of speakers, and some device to output
sound generally speaking a cable box, streaming device, or computer. Additional gear, like
extra speakers or a subwoofer, are the next step towards perfecting your home theater audio.
The home audio systems on our list are universally great choices for listening to music as well
as watching films or playing games. Broadly speaking, the best choices for music will include at
least 5. Wattage output is generally only an issue in very large spaces, and for most people 50W
should be more than sufficient to drive the volume they desire for their home theater system.
Sound quality - Sound quality can be a very personal feature â€” some people enjoy deeper
bass while others prefer a more balanced sound. Different speaker systems have different
sound profiles which can also be tweaked slightly by repositioning speakers in your room. If
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Choosing from a speaker or a subwoofer really depends on the experience you're after. The
main difference is the frequency range. If you're a DJ or a singer, you'll probably want both. But
if you're just listening to music or watching movies at home, you could choose either option.
Music deserves to be heard loud and clear, and listening on your phone or computer through
the TV sometimes just doesn't cut it. Adding a speaker to the mix provides you with louder
sound that can enhance your general listening experience. There are a range of options to
consider, including portability, durability, shape and size. You can choose from Bluetooth
speakers that connect wirelessly to your music device, or speakers you can plug directly into
your home theatre for immediate sound. And you can find speakers that have added features,
such as an FM tuner, speakerphone, built-in charger and even remote controls. If you love it
loud, a subwoofer can take your music of home theatre experience to the next level. There are
two types to consider â€” active subwoofers and passive subwoofers. Active has a built-in
amplifier, while passive has an external amplifier. When it comes to sound you can sometimes
lose some of the bass tones and depth of the sound at around 50Hz. A subwoofer reaches down
to about 20Hz, sometimes lower, so you'll never miss a beat. Subwoofers also allow you to play
your music or movies as loud as you want without distortion, and they tend to deliver the bass
notes and other instruments as the artist intended. You'll feel like you're sitting in the audience
of a live concert. Sound like a good idea? Check them out today. Enjoy now and pay later with
Afterpay at eBay. Shop from some of best brands of speakers available, from floorstanders to
bookshelves, outdoor speakers to in ceiling or in wall speakers, portable with bluetooth
functionality. Skip to main content. Shop by Category. Buying format see all. All Listings. Best
Offer. Buy It Now. Classified Ads. Brand see all. Connectivity see all. Type see all. Center
Speaker. Home Theater Speaker System. In-Wall Speaker. Portable Speaker System. Speaker
Driver. RMS Power see all. Colour see all. Features see all. Audio Inputs see all. Guaranteed
Delivery see all. No preference. Condition see all. Brand New. Opened â€” never used. Seller
refurbished. For parts or not working. Please provide a valid price range. Item location see all.
Australia Only. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only see all. Returns accepted.
Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. More refinements More refinements Shop by
Brand. Featured Events. Wide Range, Amazing Deals Shop the very best prices on brands. To
the host with the most Last minute party ideas thanks to eBay Plus. Klipsch G 2. Limited Time
Deals. Edifier RBT - 2. Logitech Z 5. Edifier RMB - 2. Marine Speakers 2x6. All Auction Buy It
Now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery view. List view. Nakamichi Shockwafe Ultra 9.
Only 2 left. Krix Equinox V2. Only 1 left! Wharfedale EVO4. Mordaunt-Short MS 3. Monoprice
12in Watt Powered Subwoofer, Black 5 out of 5 stars. Results pagination - page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 Top Offers on Audio. See all - Top Offers on Audio. Samsung HW-QT 9. Samsung HW-T 3. Top
Rated. See all - Top Rated. Logitech Z Computer Speakers. You may also like. Akai Pro Audio
Equipment. Denon Pro Audio. Make it all about the bass with speakers and subwoofers
Choosing from a speaker or a subwoofer really depends on the experience you're after.
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take your music of home theatre experience to the next level. Speaker Afterpay Enjoy now and
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Few things are more rewarding than filling your room with your favourite sounds delivered by a
good HiFi system. Whether you want a complete system ready to plug in, or you want to buy
and connect HiFi separates individually, the end result is the same; great music to your ears.
You can find many new or used complete systems and separates on eBay at a wide range of
prices. Many manufacturers have released complete HiFi systems comprising a range of
separates over the years, from smaller micro or midi systems placed on a shelf or in a cabinet,
to large, floor-standing tower systems. The advantage of a ready-made, complete HiFi system is
that the HiFi units are well matched electrically and stylistically. One advantage of buying
individual components is that you can do it over time. Another is that you can pick and choose
the units with the specifications and functions you want. Separates include:. It's not essential
as HiFi units generally follow the same connectivity standard. However, older HiFi devices may
not have the same choice of digital inputs and outputs as newer ones. However, you can still

connect to it by cable. For those with cherished record and cassette collections, many
manufacturers also produce turntables and cassette players. In addition to playing records and
cassettes, many enable you to convert them to MP3 digital audio files. You can then play your
favourite albums anytime on digital devices, from smartphones to computers. Skip to main
content. Shop by category. Brand see all. Colour see all. Compatible Brand see all. For
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here! Get what you love for less. TEAC Separates. Sony Hi fi CD Player. Sony Home Audio. Hi Fi
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Harman Kardon. Cambridge Audio. Buying a complete system Many manufacturers have
released complete HiFi systems comprising a range of separates over the years, from smaller
micro or midi systems placed on a shelf or in a cabinet, to large, floor-standing tower systems.
Assembling your own set up with individual components One advantage of buying individual
components is that you can do it over time. Separates include: Stereo amplifier: The amp is the
powerhouse of your setup and the part to which all the other components are connected. Its
output is measured in watts, and the higher the wattage the more powerful the output.
Speakers: A pair of speakers is required for full stereo sound. Tuner: Tuners lets you listen to
radio or digital radio broadcasts. Music players: Music players such as MP3 players, CD
players, smartphones, and computers can be directly connected to the amplifier. Should all
devices be from the same manufacturer? Are turntables and cassette players still available?

